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Abstract — This paper describes one approach to solving 

Lattice-Boltzmann algorithm. The algorithm is used for 

simulating real systems by calculating flow speed in each 

of elementary particles of total volume. Unlike traditional 

programming models, we tried to solve the algorithm by 

using dedicated hardware for executing instructions. 

Results indicate that this approach brings not only better 

performances in terms of time needed to execute the 

simulation, but it also reduces the electrical power needed 

for the simulation. This problem is important, since 

simulations often last for many hours, and are repeated 

many times. Since computational power of computers 

increases each year, it is expected that this simulation will 

be even more important in the future. 

 
Index Terms — Lattice-Boltzmann, FPGA, simulation, 

accelerating, power consumption 

 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION   

 

As computer processing capabilities increase, simulation 

of relatively big systems becomes more and more 

prevalent. Since technological capabilities limit the 

maximum speed of processors, the technology of 

modern processors becomes oriented towards parallel 

processing. Most of modern processors have many 

cores. The same paradigm is used on many 

supercomputers. There are also some different 

approaches. Scheduled data-flow paradigm is focusing 

on solving CPU-intensive problems by introducing 

relatively big number of small threads that communicate 

between each other, as if data is continuously flowing 

between them. One implementation of scheduled data-

flow paradigm is Decoupled threaded architecture 

explained in the paper by Roberto Giorgi at al. [1]. 

Another way of solving CPU-intensive applications is to 

use dedicated hardware for faster instructions execution 

[2]. Some implementations of this paradigm are 

explained in the Maxeler Technologies document [3]. 

Our paper describes one possible solution to solving 

Lattice-Boltzmann problem using a personal computer 

with one Maxeler card. This card is equipped with FPGA  
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which can be set-up (changed) by programming in a 

programming language similar to Java thus 

reducing necessity to know details of FPGA 

programming model in order to program the Maxeler 

card. 

 

II.   ABOUT THE MAXELER DATAFLOW 

COMPUTING 

 
The DataFlow computers, according to many, are 
the most attractive solution for ExaScale 
applications based on BigData. Note, however, 
that any presentation about DataFlow architectures 
also should be a presentation about algorithmic 
changes that make the existing algorithm for a 
given application better suited for execution on 
DataFlow architecture. 
 

The above mentioned is due to the fact that 
DataFlow architectures represent a new paradigm 
for computing. For the same production price, 
compared to conventional ControlFlow 
architectures, DataFlow architectures could 
generate the following advantages: (a) speed-ups 
that, depending on application, may go up to 20, or 
even up to 200, or even more; (b) the power 
consumption gets reduced about 20 times, which 
means that the monthly electricity bills for computer 
centers become about 20 times smaller; (c) the 
size of the system also becomes about 20 times 
smaller. All the above holds for the cases when the 
engineering issues, like design cost and design 
complexity, are the only factors determining the 
price of the system. Of course, in the real world 
economy, factors like production volume and 
market demand, do count, as well. 
 

Assuming that, sooner or later, production volumes 
and market demands of DataFlow machines will 
reach those of ControlFlow machines, it is 
realistically to expect that the purchasing prices of 
DataFlow machines will be even lower compared to 
ControlFlow machines, mostly due to the fact that 
design costs and design complexity of DataFlow 
machines are much lower. 

 
However, for DataFlow architectures to be superior 
over ControlFlow architectures, some conditions 
must hold. We see six major relevant conditions. 



(1) BigData. The higher the data volume, the more are 
DataFlow architectures expected to be better. This 
is due to the “flow though” nature of data processing 
in DataFlow architectures.  
 

(2) WORM. The application has to be of the WORM 
type (WORM = write once, run many). This is due to 
the fact that the programming paradigm for 
DataFlow architectures is more complex and 
programming makes sense only if the program will 
be run a large enough number of times. 

 
(3) Tolerance to latency. This is due to the fact that 

the initial latency, i.e. the latency till the first result, is 
hither in DataFlow architectures, compared to 
ControlFlow architectures. 

 
(4) Most of the run-time is related to the execution 

of programming loops. This is due to the fact that 
DataFlow architectures are mostly meant to speed-
up the execution time of loops. From the Amdahl's 
low it stems directly that speed-up of 20 can be 
achieved, ideally, only if 95% of runtime is related to 
the execution of loops. In this context, ideally means 
that the architecture is able to squeeze the loop 
execution time down to zero. Consequently, this 
means that, ideally, the above mentioned speed-ups 
of 200 could be achieved with the code that spends 
99.5 percent of time executing loops. 

 
(5) Reusability of data. This is due to the fact that 

DataFlow architectures typically serve as system 
accelerators (they are almost never used as stand-
alone machines). Consequently, once a data item is 
brought through some slow interconnection (e.g., a 
PCIe bus), the more it is used inside the DataFlow 
system, the more are compensated the negative 
influences of the slow interconnection bus. For 
example, performance of computing y = x + x2 + x3 + 
x

4
 + … (which can be found in AstroPhysics 

applications) is expected to be much better than for 
y = x + 1. 

 
(6) Programmer sophistications. This is due to the 

fact that direct programming of existing algorithms 
would bring only a single digit speed-up, and 
sometimes no speed-up at all: for a good two-digit 
speed-up to be achieved, the programmer has to 
dedicate lots of time, effort, and knowledge into the 
following activities: (a) algorithmic changes; (b) input 
data recoreography for data to fit better into the 
algorithmic changes and the underlying 
implementations of the DataFlow computer 
hardware; (c) better utilisation of the internal 
pipelines; and (d) if the application permits, lowering 
of the precision of fixed-point and/or floating-point 
computations needed. 
 

Anecdotally speaking, the above can be phrased 
as “do not use a Ferrari car to drive over a plowed 
field; use a tractor for plowed fields and Ferrari at 
paved highways.”  
 
In the case of the Maxeler DataFlow computer, the 
system was generated through a kind of Euro-
American synergistic interaction. While the basic 
concepts and ideas were born in the USA, the 
hardware and software were designed and are 
produced in Europe, using the components 
generated in the USA (Xilinx and Java), using the 
vision and mission of Europeans. 
 
Two notes are now in place, one about the history 
of DataFlow computing, and the other one about 
ranking of DataFlow computers, in comparison with 
ControlFlow computers. 
 
The first ideas about the DataFlow computing were 
born about 50 years ago. Famous is the work of 
professors Danning (static DataFlow) and Arvind 
(dynamic DataFlow). Both performed their 
research at MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA. 
Known are also some industrial efforts to create a 
commercial DataFlow machines (e.g., HEP, or: 
Heterogeneous Element Processors). None of the 
commercial efforts made it through, mostly due to 
the following two facts: (a) the underlying 
reconfigurable hardware was expensive; and (b) 
the technology for creation of system software was 
not yet ready for the challenge. It was only very 
recently that Maxeler (related to Stanford in Palo 
Alto and Imperial in London) was able to make a 
successful commercial machine. The HEP was an 
example on a coarse-grained approach to 
DataFlow, while the Maxeler is an example of a 
fine-grained approach to DataFlow. This basically 
tells that DataFlow machines are divided into two 
categories: (a) coarse-grained; and (b) fine-
grained. Each one of two categories can be further 
subdivided into “explicit DataFlow” and “implicit 
DataFlow” (see Stojanovic2013 for a more detailed 
explanation) [4]. 
 
The best supercomputers of the world are ranked 
using the top500 lists [5]. Until recently, the 
Japanese “Computer K” was the number one [6]. 
Until some weeks ago, the IBM Sequoia was the 
number one [7]. Currently, Cray Titan item is the 
number one [8]. It is notable that no DataFlow 
machine is listed among Top500. This is because 
the Top500 ranking is based on a very simple 
program, Linpack [9]. In a new Top500 list, based 
on some BigData benchmarks, a DataFlow 
machine would probably dominate, as indicated in 
the paper from the Maxeler team [10]. 
 
The basic difference between ControlFlow and 
DataFlow systems stems from the fact that 
ControlFlow machines compile down to the 



machine code level, while the DataFlow machines 
compile down to a lower level (the level of gates, 
transistors, and wires). This fact brings speed-ups power 
reductions, size reductions, and cost reductions. In the 
rest of the text, the system cost is assumed to be the 
same for the classical technology (ControlFlow) and the 
emerging technology (DataFlow), which creates the 
basis for a fair comparison of the two technologies.  
 
As indicated below, the price to pay for the above 
advantages is a more complex programming paradigm. 
Consequently, DataFlow technologies in general are 
better suited for the so-called WORM (Write-Once-Run-
Many) applications; it is not a technology to be used by 
students to use it in order to complete their semester 
homework, to run it, and never to re-run it again. 
 
Examples of a WORM applications can be found in 
geophysics (typical speed-ups from 20 to 40), banking 
(maximal speed-ups up to 200 or even 1000, which 
explains why JP Morgan decided to own Maxeler with 
20%), monitoring and control (e.g., ideal for image 
mining from thousands of cameras in big cities like New 
York), and DataMining (e.g., Google can data-mine from 
the social networks it hosts, for better future of the 
mankind). 
 
In essence, a Maxeler system serves as an accelerator 

for the host CPU. This means the following: (a) a 

Maxeler board or a Maxeler box is connected to the host 

CPU via the PCI express (PCIe) bus (smaller systems 

use only the PCIe bus; larger systems use both the 

PCIe bus and the InfiniBand bus); and (b) two layers of 

the Maxeler system software are installed at the CPU 

host, MaxCompiler RT (to help in the compilation 

process) and Maxeler OS (to integrate the host and the 

accelerator). The host CPU can be of any type: (a) it can 

be a small laptop or it can be a large supercomputer 

worth millions of dollars. The host CPU can run any 

operating system: (a) it can be a Unix/Linux or Windows, 

or (b) it can be MPI or OpenMP. 
 
Often times, labs run by uninformed leaders claim that 

they cannot use DataFlow accelerator because they use 

ready-to-use software packages for a given applications. 

This statement is simply not correct. A Maxeler 

accelerator can work with any of the above; one only 

has to be willing to dedicate some time and effort to 

small but appropriate code changes. Namely, 

conditionally speaking, all loops from the host 

applications have to be removed, and instead of each 

loop, two specific instructions have to be inserted into 

the host applications: PUT data into the Maxeler 

accelerator and GET results from the Maxeler 

accelerator. In addition, for each migrated loop, a kernel 

program in MaxJava has to be written (MaxJava is an 

extension of classical Java). It defines the details of the 

path to be used by the data corresponding to the 

migrated loop. Of course, for each kernel, one also 

has to write a kernel test program. Figure 1 implies 

that two loops are migrated from the host 

application onto the Maxeler accelerator. In 

general, if the number of the migrated loops is n, 

the number of additional MaxJava programs to 

write is 2n. In addition, one has to write a manager 

program in MaxJava, which integrates all the 

kernels together with the input data stream and the 

output result stream. As it will be seen later, two 

more MaxJava programs have to be written, as 

well: The simulator descriptor program and the real 

hardware descriptor program. Consequently, the 

total number of MaxJava programs to write is 

2n+3. Please note that n is the number of loops to 

migrate; not the number of loops in the host 

application. It is better for some of the applications 

loops to be executed on the host (more about what 

to migrate to Maxeler and what to stay on CPU, 

later in this text). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: Generic acceleration architecture 
 
 
One way to look at differences between 
ControlFlow and DataFlow is presented in Figure 
2. For ControlFlow, a program, originality written in 
C, C++, Fortran, etc., is compiled down to the 
executable level and then executed on a machine 
of the Von Neumann architecture, of the single 
core, multi core, or many core type. In DataFlow, 
as indicated before, the original coding in C, C++, 
Fortran, etc., is modified (selected loops 
substituted with PUT and GET) and then an 
extension of the Java language is used to write 
kernels for DataFlow. After the Java kernels are 
compiled (by MaxCompiler), a configuration file is 
formed (MaxFile), and it performs the needed 
reconfiguration. The right-hand-side of Figure 2 
refers to a case with eight loops migrated. That is 
why we have eight kernels in the figure (eight 



DataFlow cores blocks). The manager file describes the 
DataFlow between kernels, plus the flow into the 
kernels, and the flow out of the kernels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: ControlFlow vs. DataFlow 

 
As indicated before, the host code in C has to be 

modified, plus additional 2n+3 Java programs have to 

be written. The most sophisticated one of the Java 

programs is, as mentioned before, the kernel. Figure 3 

shows an example of the kernel for moving average, 

using the average of the width three. This structure is 

typical for mathematical models using convolutions. This 

is a public class that defines a number of new hardware 

variables (HWVar). In the MaxJ (Maxeler Java), we have 

two types of variables: (a) The traditional Java variables 

that control the compilation process; and (b) The newly 

developed hardware developers that control the runtime 

signal flow. In this figure, x is a hardware variable. 

Before it reaches the Maxeler system, it is denoted as 

“x”. After it enters the Maxeler system, it is denoted as 

x. The Maxeler Java includes a contract that defines the 

format of variables: hwFloat(8, 24) refers to floating 

point with an exponent of 8 bits and a mantissa of 24 

bits. The rest of the figure is self-explanatory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3: DataFlow programming 
 
One possible question is why Java. The answer is 

related to minimal Kolmogorov complexity. 
 
Figure 4 presents an example. The host application 

written in C includes a “for” loop. As it can be seen from 

the figure, the loop is deleted and instead of it, a 

stream_data function is included, which is nothing else 

but the previously mentioned PUT and GET. The 

parameter device is a handle pointing to the 

structure that defines the communication 

mechanism to be used for data transfer, which is 

the PCIe bus. Parameter “a” defines an array in 

the host PC. 
 
The manager program, written in MaxJava, 
consists of three parts. The first part is used of 
initializing the Manager object with a name and a 
type of Maxeler card to be used. The second part 
tells compiler where to find the kernel and also 
specifies that the memory structure A will be 
streamed to the Maxeler via the PCIe bus, while 
the results array B will be stored into the memory 
block on the linearly organized DRAM memory of 
the MAX2 card. The third part builds the software 
system configuration with previously initialized 
contents, connecting the manager and the kernel. 
It tells the compiler that the manager program will 
be responsible for looping on a MAX2 card. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 4: Connecting a host, a manager,  

and a kernel 
 
The kernel program, also written in MaxJava, 

defines the format of data in structures a and b, 

which is hardware float hwFloat(12, 52). It also 

defines computation to be performed by the 

Maxeler card during the DataFlow. 
 
The MaxCompiler assumes the following input: (a) 

One or more Kernel programs (.java); (b) One 

Manager program (.java); and (c) One modified 

Application program (.c). Of course, the modified 

application program means a program with loops 

substituted by the stream_data structure 

described previously. The Kernel(s) and the 

Manager are compiled with the help of MaxelerOS 

construct used to help build hardware. However, 

the actual building of hardware is done with Xilinx 



tools that do: (a) Synthesis; (b) Simulation; (c) Mapping, 

placement, and routing; and (d) Resource estimation. 

This means, it is not enough only to have the Maxeler 

system software provided by the MAXUP initiative 

(MAXeler University Program) free of charge (if the 

specific conditions hold). One also has to have the 

appropriate Xilinx tool, which is also obtainable free of 

charge. The Xilinx hardware building tool generates: (a) 

Simulation reports; (b) Resource usage reports; and the 

most importantly (c) The HW Accelerator code (.max). 

Finally, the Maxeler Compiler/Linker combines together 

the HW Accelerator code (.max) and the host application 

code (.c) and produces the application executable. Once 

this executable is applied to the Maxeler card, it checks 

if the card is already configured. If not, the acceleration 

has to take place, which takes several hours. If yes, the 

execution can start in a matter of seconds (the time to 

download zeros and ones of the application executables 

to the memory). What gets downloaded to the Maxeler 

card is .max file. 

 
Figure 5, using a simple mathematical model, tries to 

explain the difference or differences between multi-core 

(like Intel), many-core (like nVidia), and DataFlow (like 

Maxeler). In all three cases, the following assumption 

holds: (a) Software includes enough parallelism to keep 

all cores busy; and (b) The only limiting factor for the 

exploitation of parallelism is the number of cores. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Acceleration graphs 

 
The curve (a) refers to a multi-core with n cores. In 

figure (b), the number of cores is assumed to be 1000 n. 

In Figure (c), we assume a Maxeler system with one 

million logic blocks. Please note that the clock of the 

multi-core case (TclkCPU) is a smaller compared to the 

clock of the many- core (TclkGPU), while both are much 

smaller than the clock of the DataFlow (TclkDF). Also 

note that multi-core line is the steepest, while the 

DataFlow line is the least steep. The explanation to 

follow implies that we have a loop with N iterations and 

NOPS operation per iteration. The value of N is the 

same for all three cases. The value of NOPS differs for a 

multi -core (the smallest, since operations are relatively 

complex), for many-core (larger, since operations are 

reduced in complexity), and DataFlow (the 

smallest, since logic blocks are tiny). Parameter 

CCPU refers to number of clock periods for one 

operation in multi-core. Parameter CGPU refers to 

the number of clock periods for one operation in 

many-core (CGPU is higher than CCPU, since the 

GPU operations are simpler than CPU operations). 

Parameter CDF has analogous meaning for 

DataFlow. Parameter TclkCPU refers to the clock 

durations of multi-core. Parameter TclkGPU refers 

to the clock durations of many-core, and is larger, 

so that 1000 cores dissipate less. Parameter 

TclkDF refers to the clock durations of DataFlow 

and is the largest of the three, so DataFlow 

dissipates the least. 

 

Parameter NcoresCPU refers to the number of 
cores in multi-core (assume it is equal to n). 
Parameter NcoresGPU refers to the number of 
cores in many-core (assume it is equal to 1000 n). 
To calculate the execution time of multi-core and 
many-core (TCPU and TGPU), in the first case we 
divide by n, and in the second case we divide by 
1000 n. Consequently, at the first glance, TGPU 
will be much smaller than TCPU, which is not the 
case, because numerator of the TCPU formula is 
much smaller than the numerator of the TGPU. 
Therefore, the speed of the two technologies 
depends on the applications. For some 
applications, TCPU > TGPU, and for some TGPU 
> TCPU. 
 
The loop execution time on the DataFlow (TDF) 

has two parts: (a) The part until the first partial 

result comes out (TDF); and (b) The part for the 

remaining N-1 partial results; until the final result. It 

is noticeable that the time until the first partial 

result comes out is the largest for a DataFlow 

computer. This fact may restrict DataFlow 

architectures from a relatively small set of time-

critical applications (like radar transponders in 

military aviation, etc.). Parameter NDF refers to the 

number of blocks in the DataFlow hardware 

(assume it is equal to million n). 

 
Anecdotally speaking, processing using a dual-

core can be treated as plowing with two horses. 

The direction of the moving of the horses is 

controlled by the plow driver. We put our wishes 

into the brain of the driver (we write a program to 

control the flow of processing). For the driver to be 

able to understand our wishes, his brain has to be 

equipped with appropriate Von Neumann 



constructs (like control unit, arithmetic and logic units, 

program counters), and for him to be able to understand 

all of that fast enough, his brain has to be equipped with 

appropriate acceleration constructs (like cache 

memories, predictors, on-chip hardware accelerators 

etc.). 
 
The many-core case can be compared with plowing 
using 2000 chicken instead of two horses. The question 
is what is better. The answer depends on the 
application. 
 
Note that plowing with chickens includes multiple drivers 

(if the CUDA programming model is used) and also a 

dispatcher (if the rCUDA programming model is used). 
 
In the case of DataFlow we plow with what? With two 
million ants, each ant carrying on its shoulders a 
backpack full of data. 
 
In order to execute an algorithm on a DataFlow 
machine, we first have to download the big data into the 

backpacks of the ants’ colony. Then, a programmer is 
asked to write a bunch of kernels. Finally, we now have 

somehow to motivate the ants to move into the desired 

direction through the field that programmers have 
configured for their progress (the kernels are mapped 

onto an FPGA structure – in field programmable data 
array). 
 
How do we motivate them to move into the desired 
direction? We have to put a bowl of marmalade on the 

other side of the field. They smell the marmalade, and 
then they move. Of course, the marmalade here 
symbolizes the voltage difference between the input and 

the output of the FPGA structure. You remember, here 
we do not write a program to control the DataFlow. Here 
we write a program to configure the hardware. Therefore 
we can control the DataFlow only with the voltage 
difference. 

 

III.  ABOUT THE LATTICE-BOLTZMANN  
ALGORITHM 

 
Simulation of fluid dynamics can be done using 

conventional CFD methods. In this case, fluid equations 

must be constructed (e.g. Navier-Stokes equations - 

PDE). These equations are usually being solved by 

using discrete approximation of PDE. 
 
N. Korolija at al. explained in his paper [11] one 
approach do divide volume into finite elements, and 
simulate air flow through the wind-tunnel by calculating 
approximation of PDE in around 200 iterations. 
 
After this, numerical integration is used for solving the 
equations on a given mesh. And then, PDE boundary 
conditions are applied. 

 
Lattice based equations are already in discrete 
form and require no further approximation. 
Numerical integration is done by solving on 
lattices and applying kinetic based BC [12]. 
 
Lattice-Boltzmann (abbreviated LB) method is a 
discrete method that is used to simulate fluid flow. 
This method observes the fluid as a set of fictitious 

particles and by studying the dynamics of these 
particles; the fluid flow is modeled on the 

macroscopic level. A single distribution function is 
defined that describes the propagation of particles 

through the domain. This function depends on the 
state of neighboring cells and it has an identical 
form for all the cells. The state of all cells is 

updated synchronously, through a series of 
iterations, in discrete time steps. 
 
LB method is successfully applied in simulating 

flows through micro and nano channels [13], 

modeling blood flow, including simulation of 

cancer invasion and tumor cell migration [14], 

analysis of leukocytes-erythrocytes interaction [15] 

as well as in many other areas in biomedicine. 

 
In this paper Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model 

(using the single relaxation time approximation) is 
considered [16]. The equation that represents LB 

numerical scheme and that is used in all solvers 

based on LB method is given by:  

         i
eq
iiiii Ftftftftf 
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where   is the relaxation time (the average time 

period between two collisions), f  is the 

distribution function, eqf  is the equilibrium 

distribution function and iF  is the external force 

term. 

 

IV. THE MAXELER IMPLEMENTATION  
OF THE LATTICE-BOLTZMANN 

ALGORITHM 

 
 
Figure 6 depicts The Lattice-Boltzmann algorithm 

diagram. Functions stream, apply_BCs, and 

collide are repeated for a number of iterations 

times. In this work, number of iterations is set to 

10000. Function apply_BCs is not time critical as 

stream and collide are. The host sends the data to 

kernels that perform functions of stream and 

collide. The apply_BCs is done at the host. 
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Figure 6: The Lattice-Boltzmann algorithm diagram 

 
Function stream needs to calculate values of all 

elements of eight matrices depending on neighboring 

elements. If the dimensions of the matrix are both n, the 

complexity of this function will be O(n2). Function 

apply_BCs needs to calculate values of elements only 

from edges of matrices. If the dimensions of the matrix 

are both n, the complexity of this function will be O(n). 

Function collide needs to calculate values of all 

elements of eight matrices. These elements are 

calculated by determining components of speeds in all 

points. It is the most time-demanding function. If the 

dimensions of the matrix are both n, the complexity of 

this function will be O(n
2
). Since implementation on a 

specific architecture was not the main goal of this paper, 

only part of the kernel Kernel6 code for the function 

collide is given in the Appendix 8.2. 
 
In order for the algorithm to be able to function as 

described, a modification to the implemented kernels 

had to be added. The limitation of using a maximum of 

eight streams from the DRAM memory to the Maxeler 

card and from the Maxeler card to the DRAM memory 

made it necessary to implement additional kernels 

enabling splitting four streams into eight streams, and 

vice versa. For example, Kernel6 that implements the 

function collide receives streams from the kernel 

Kernel6Output. The code for the Kernel6Output is 

given in the Appendix 8.1. 

  

V.   RESULTS 

 
5.1. Main results 

 
The main goal of this project was to accelerate 

execution of the Lattice-Boltzmann method using 
special hardware. Figure 7 depicts execution time 
of the algorithm using processor Intel I5 650 

(3.2GHz) and execution time using the Maxeler 

card. When using Maxeler card, the processor was 

idle during the execution of the algorithm. It can be 
seen that the Maxeler card performs better for any 
number of iterations between 1 and 100000. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Compared Lattice-Boltzmann algorithm 

execution time to the CPU execution time 
 
Figure 8 represents acceleration of the Maxeler 
card comparing to Intel I5 650 processor. From 
this figure, it can be seen that the acceleration is 
much higher when the algorithm is run for only one 
iteration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8: The Lattice-Boltzmann algorithm 

acceleration using Maxeler card 

 



 
5.2. Discussion of results 

 
Although the execution time of the Maxeler card 

increases linearly with increasing number of iterations, 

the acceleration is not a constant. The reason for this is 
that CPU uses cache, making it execute e.g. 10 

iterations only around 2.8 times slower than one 
iteration. This result suggests that the acceleration of 

the Maxeler card comparing to running the algorithm on 

a processor could be around 100, rather than around 
15. 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 

 
This paper describes an implementation of a Lattice-

Boltzmann algorithm using Maxeler technologies. It 

includes results of implementation and optimization of 

the code for achieving greater speed, as well as lower 

power consumption. Results show the improvement in 

performances in both fields, comparing to 

implementation of the same algorithm for running on 

CPU. Execution time in average reduces by the factor of 

around 15. When CPU is not using cache, the 

acceleration can be even more than 100. 
 
Having in mind the above mentioned, it can be 
concluded that using the scheduled DataFlow paradigm, 
simulations of fluid flow can be done faster than before, 
reducing the energy consumption at the same time. 
 
By implementing the algorithm using the Maxeler 
technologies, a new field of programming problems 
occurred. These include running more than one kernel 
on the Maxeler card in parallel, accelerating execution of 
time-critical code. Another issue includes dividing the 
problem onto a cluster of Maxeler technologies nodes. 
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VIII.     APPENDIX: CODE 

 
8.1. Kernel  Kernel6Output 

 
public class Kernel6Output extends 
Kernel { public Kernel6Output( 

KernelParameters parameters) 
{ super(parameters);  
HWVar cnt = 

control.count.simpleCounter(1); HWVar 

paran = cnt < 1; 
 

HWVar f1 = io.input("f1k6u", hwFloat(8, 24)); 
HWVar f2 = io.input("f2k6u", hwFloat(8, 24));  
HWVar f3 = io.input("f3k6u", hwFloat(8, 24)); 
HWVar f4 = io.input("f4k6u", hwFloat(8, 24));  
HWVar f5 = io.input("f5k6u", hwFloat(8, 24)); 
HWVar f6 = io.input("f6k6u", hwFloat(8, 24));  
HWVar f7 = io.input("f7k6u", hwFloat(8, 24)); 
HWVar f8 = io.input("f8k6u", hwFloat(8, 24)); 

 
io.output("f1k6i", (paran?f1:f5), hwFloat(8, 

24)); io.output("f2k6i", (paran?f2:f6), 

hwFloat(8, 24)); io.output("f3k6i", 

(paran?f3:f7), hwFloat(8, 24)); 

io.output("f4k6i", (paran?f4:f8), hwFloat(8, 

24));  
}  

} 
 

8.2. Part of the kernel Kernel6 
 

HWVar v2x = vx * vx; 
HWVar v2y = vy * vy;  
HWVar v_sq_term = 1.5f*(v2x + v2y); 

// Evaluate the local equilibrium f values in all directions 
HWVar vxmvy = vx - vy;  
HWVar vxpvy = vx + vy; 

HWVar rortau = ro * rtau;   
HWVar rortaufaceq2 = rortau * faceq2; 
HWVar rortaufaceq3 = rortau * faceq3; 
HWVar vxpvyp3 = 3.f*vxpvy; HWVar 

vxmvyp3 = 3.f*vxmvy; HWVar vxp3 
= 3.f*vx;   
HWVar vyp3 = 3.f*vy; 
HWVar v2xp45 = 
4.5f*v2x; HWVar v2yp45 
= 4.5f*v2y;   
HWVar mv_sq_term = 1.f - v_sq_term;   

HWVar mv_sq_termpv2xp45 = mv_sq_term + 

v2xp45; HWVar mv_sq_termpv2yp45 = mv_sq_term 

+ v2yp45; HWVar vxpvyp45vxpvy = 

4.5f*vxpvy*vxpvy; HWVar vxmvyp45vxmvy = 

4.5f*vxmvy*vxmvy; HWVar 

mv_sq_termpvxpvyp45vxpvy =  
mv_sq_term + vxpvyp45vxpvy; 

HWVar mv_sq_termpvxmvyp45vxmvy 
= mv_sq_term - vxmvyp45vxmvy; 
HWVar f1eq = rortaufaceq2 * 
(mv_sq_termpv2xp45 + vxp3);  
HWVar f2eq = rortaufaceq2 * 
(mv_sq_termpv2yp45 + vyp3); 
HWVar f3eq = rortaufaceq2 * 
(mv_sq_termpv2xp45 - vxp3); 
HWVar f4eq = rortaufaceq2 * 
(mv_sq_termpv2yp45 - vyp3); 
HWVar f5eq = rortaufaceq3 *  
(mv_sq_termpvxpvyp45vxpvy + vxpvyp3); 

HWVar f6eq = rortaufaceq3 * 
(mv_sq_termpvxmvyp45vxmvy - vxmvyp3); 
HWVar f7eq = rortaufaceq3 * 
(mv_sq_termpvxpvyp45vxpvy - vxpvyp3); 
HWVar f8eq = rortaufaceq3 * 
(mv_sq_termpvxmvyp45vxmvy + vxmvyp3); 
// Simulate collisions by "relaxing"  
//toward the local 

equilibrium f1 = rtau1 * f1 + 

f1eq;  
f2 = rtau1 * f2 + f2eq;  
f3 = rtau1 * f3 + f3eq; 
f4 = rtau1 * f4 + f4eq;  
f5 = rtau1 * f5 + f5eq; 
f6 = rtau1 * f6 + f6eq;  
f7 = rtau1 * f7 + f7eq; 
f8 = rtau1 * f8 + f8eq;
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